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First-principles calculations of bulk and interfacial thermodynamic properties
for fcc-based Al-Sc alloys

Mark Asta, S. M. Foiles, and A. A. Quong*
Computational Materials Sciences Division, Sandia National Laboratories, P.O. Box 969, MS 9161, Livermore, California 94551

~Received 17 November 1997!

The configurational thermodynamic properties of fcc-based Al-Sc alloys and coherent Al/Al3Sc interphase-
boundary interfaces have been calculated from first principles. The computational approach used in this study
combines the results of pseudopotential total-energy calculations with a cluster-expansion description of the
alloy energetics. Bulk and interface configurational-thermodynamic properties are computed using a low-
temperature-expansion technique. Calculated values of the$100% and$111% Al/Al 3Sc interfacial energies at zero
temperature are, respectively, 192 and 226 mJ/m2. The temperature dependence of the calculated interfacial
free energies is found to be very weak for$100% and more appreciable for$111% orientations; the primary effect
of configurational disordering at finite temperature is to reduce the degree of crystallographic anisotropy
associated with calculated interfacial free energies. The first-principles-computed solid-solubility limits for Sc
in bulk fcc Al are found to be underestimated significantly in comparison with experimental measurements. It
is argued that this discrepancy can be largely attributed to nonconfigurational contributions to the entropy
which have been neglected in the present thermodynamic calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of second-phase precipitates is a co
monly used method for strengthening metallic alloys. T
Al-Sc alloy system provides a good model system for
study of precipitate formation via the process of homo
neous nucleation. The features which make this system
sirable are that in supersaturated Al alloys aged betw
temperatures of 561 and 616 K: nucleation of the Al3Sc
phase is experimentally observed to be predominantly ho
geneous, the precipitates are well-ordered coherent
spherical, and well characterized experimental observat
of the precipitation kinetics have been performed.1,33 A cru-
cial parameter that influences the precipitation kinetics is
interfacial free energy between the precipitate phase and
matrix phase, in this caseL12 Al3Sc and fcc Al, respectively
The goal of the current work is to determine the excess c
figurational free energy of the coherent Al/Al3Sc interface as
a function of temperature and crystallographic orientati
To this end the zero-temperature interfacial energy and
laxed atomic structure of the interphase-boundary interf
between Al and Al3Sc are computed from first principles
To address the finite-temperature configuration
thermodynamic properties, a cluster expansion2 is developed
for the energetics of ordered and disordered fcc-based A
alloys. The interaction parameters in this expansion are
rived from first-principles-calculated formation energies fo
large number of relaxed fcc-based crystal structures w
relatively small unit cells. The cluster expansion for the e
ergy is used in a low-temperature-expansion~LTE! calcula-
tion in order to obtain the compositional variations at t
coherent Al/Al3Sc interphase boundary and the finit
temperature interfacial free energy. In this study we are c
cerned only with coherent Al/Al3Sc interfaces; the lattice
parameters of fcc Al andL12 Al3Sc differ by only 1%~Ref.
570163-1829/98/57~18!/11265~11!/$15.00
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3! and Al3Sc precipitates remain coherent up to particle si
of 20–30 nm.4

In previous experimental work, the nucleation kinetics f
Al3Sc precipitation in supersaturated Al-Sc alloys were m
sured by Hyland.1 This data was analyzed in terms of cla
sical nucleation theory and an Al/Al3Sc interfacial free en-
ergy of 94623 mJ/m2 was deduced in the temperature ran
between 561 and 616 K. Jo and Fujikawa33 measured coars
ening kinetics for Al3Sc precipitates and obtained estimat
of the interfacial free energy between 40 and 60 mJ/m2 in the
temperature range of 643–733 K. In addition, there has b
some atomic-scale modeling of this interface based on
embedded-atom method~EAM! by Hyland et al.5 In this
work, the zero-temperature interfacial energies were co
puted to be 33, 51, and 78 mJ/m2 for $100%, $110%, and$111%
interfaces, respectively. Finite-temperature effects were
vestigated using both LTE and Monte Carlo simulation te
niques. It was found that the temperature dependence o
$100% interfacial free energy was relatively weak below t
melting point of Al, yet there is appreciable interface diffus
ness at finite temperatures with the composition varying
tween the Al and Al3Sc phases over roughly four atom
planes. Due to the differences between experimental e
mates and the EAM values of the interfacial energy, it
worthwhile to obtain an independent estimate based u
first-principles calculations.

An additional goal of this work is to examine the accura
of some of the methods used in the first-principles calcu
tions. First, the predictive capabilities of the cluster expa
sion are studied in detail. We examine the accuracy of p
dictions for the zero-temperature interfacial energies and
dilute heat of solution for a number of different cluster e
pansions including successively larger sets of interaction
rameters. From these results we determine the range o
teractions required to represent accurately the interfa
11 265 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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energetics and alloy thermodynamics. The electron
structure calculations in this paper are performed usin
pseudopotential methodology. The accuracy of the pseu
potentials for Al-Sc alloys is assessed by comparing ener
and structural parameters for some simple crystal struct
obtained from both pseudopotential and all-electron, fu
potential electronic-structure calculations.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section
scribes the details of the computational methods. In the t
section we present results for the structural and energ
properties of bulk fcc-based Al-Sc alloys and Al/Al3Sc inter-
faces at zero temperature. An analysis of the predictive
pabilities of the cluster expansion and the accuracy of
pseudopotentials are then discussed. In the fourth sectio
present results of finite-temperature calculations for confi
rational thermodynamic properties. In the last section
results are compared to those of previous theoretical and
perimental work for Al/Al3Sc interfaces as well as for relate
fcc/L12 interphase boundaries in the Al-Li alloy system.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Pseudopotential calculations

Total energies of Al-Sc fcc-based compounds a
Al/Al 3Sc interfacial energies have been calculated usin
mixed-basis pseudopotential approach.6 The basis set used i
these electronic-structure calculations included both pl
waves and pseudoatomic wave functions. A 5 Ry cutoff was
used for the plane-wave basis set. Al and Scs, p, and d
pseudoatomic wave functions were included in the basis
These local wave functions were represented in recipro
space using a cutoff of 50 Ry. All electronic-structure calc
lations were performed using the Ceperly-Alder exchan
correlation potential as parametrized by Perdew and Zung7

Reciprocal-space summations were performed by the me
of special points8 with sufficient numbers ofk points to en-
sure that energy differences were converged to within a
percent. For Sc and Al we used optimized9,10 and
Troullier-Martins11 pseudopotentials, respectively.

B. All-electron calculations

In order to test the accuracy of the pseudopotentials u
in the present study, we performed several benchmark ca
lations based upon the all-electron, full-potential-line
augmented-plane-wave~FLAPW! method.12,13 As in the
pseudopotential work, all FLAPW calculations were pe
formed using the Perdew-Zunger parametrization for
exchange-correlation potential.7 For Sc the 3p ~and to a
lesser extent the 3s! core electrons lie at energies which a
relatively close to the valence bands and they can disp
non-negligible dispersion in crystalline solids. For this re
son we have treated the Sc 3s and 3p ‘‘semicore’’ states in
a manner equivalent to the valence states by including th
in the FLAPW basis set using lower values of the lineari
tion energies.13

C. Cluster expansion

For the purpose of performing configurationa
thermodynamic calculations in the present study we m
use of a cluster-expansion description2 of the energetics of
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fcc-based Al-Sc alloys. In particular, we used the formu
tion of the cluster expansion due to Lakset al.14 Within this
formulation the total energy of any arrangement~s! of Al
and Sc atoms on an fcc lattice can be written as follows:

E~s!5N(
k

J~k,c!uS~k!u2

1H E01(
p

Epsp1
1

2 (
p,p8

Ep,p8spsp81...J .

~1!

In Eq. ~1! sp is an occupation variable which takes on valu
of 11 or 21 if a Sc or Al atom is associated with fcc lattic
sitep, respectively,S(k) represents the Fourier transform
S(p–p8)5spsp8 , andN is the number of lattice sites. Th
first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~1! represents the
elastic-strain energy associated with size differences betw
the constituent atoms in the alloy.14 The interaction param-
eterJ(k,c) is composition dependent, vanishes at the ori
(k50), and depends only upon direction in reciprocal spa
~i.e., it is independent of the magnitude of thek vector along
a particular direction!. Laks et al. derived an expression fo
J(k,c) which is formulated in terms of the elastic constan
of the elemental constituents within linear anisotropic el
ticity theory.14 In the present work the appropriate ratios
elastic constants arising in this formulation were calcula
using the pseudopotential approach described above.

The term in brackets on the right-hand side of Eq.~1! is
the cluster expansion for the ‘‘chemical’’ and relaxatio
energies.14,15 In the present work this term is written in rea
space as a sum over points, pairs, triplets, etc., of lat
points. Each term in the brackets of Eq.~1! is written in
terms of effective cluster interaction~ECI! parameters~e.g.,
Ep,p8! and products of spin variables~e.g.,sp ,sp8! referred
to as cluster functions.2 The ECI’s parametrize changes
the total energy resulting from atomic rearrangements. T
values of these parameters were obtained by fitting Eq.~1! to
the total energies of pseudopotential-calculated, fcc-ba
ordered superstructures. Specifically, the total energies o
ordered superstructures were calculated, allowing for co
plete structural relaxations. From the total energy of ea
fully relaxed superstructure, the strain energy@first term in
Eq. ~1!# was subtracted. The cluster expansion was then fi
the resulting energy differences. A number of fits were p
formed retaining different sets of ECI’s. The expansion
the energy was considered to be sufficiently accurate for
present work when the values of the Al/Al3Sc energies and
Sc heats of solution predicted by Eq.~1! agreed to within
approximately 10% of the directly calculated values~roughly
the accuracy of the pseudopotential calculations!. Further de-
tails concerning the set of interaction parameters used in
study will be given below.

It should be emphasized that for the purposes of
present study, in which we are interested in coherent in
faces, it is essential to include the first term on the right-ha
side of Eq.~1! due to the contribution to the energy arisin
from elastic coherency strains. In particular, consider
case where a coherent interface exists between two s
infinite phases with different lattice parameters. An elas
strain-energy contribution to the total energy of such an
homogeneous system arises due to the fact that each p
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must be strained owing to the constraint of coherency at
interface. This strain energy scales with the volume of e
phase in general. However, if the total energy of such
inhomogeneous system is described by a cluster expan
containing interaction parameters within a finite range, it w
be found that the excess energy~relative to the bulk un-
strained phases! scales with the area of the interface, not t
volume of the strained phases. In other words,
coherency-strain energy cannot be properly described b
cluster expansion with finite-ranged interactions. This faili
of the traditional cluster-expansion description for the ene
was originally pointed out by Lakset al.14 for long-period
superlattices. These authors showed that the first term in
~1! corrects the problem and provides the correct asympt
value of the excess energy for large superlattices, as give
linear anisotropic elasticity theory.

D. Low-temperature expansion

The primary goal of this work is to calculate the finit
temperature thermodynamic properties of the cohe
Al/Al 3Sc interface, including configurational entropy cont
butions to the interfacial free energy. For this purpose L
calculations of finite-temperature grand potentials~V! ~Ref.
16! were performed for the bulk Al and Al3Sc phases, as
well as for $100% and $111% Al/Al 3Sc interfaces. In the LTE
method~see, for example, Ref. 17!, V is calculated directly
from a Taylor-series expansion of the logarithm of the al
partition function. To second-order, the LTE expression
the grand-potential has the following form:

V~Dm,T!5V~Dm, T50!2kBT(
p

exp~2Dvp /kBT!

1
1

2
kBT(

p
exp~22Dvp /kBT!

2
1

2
kBT(

p,p8
$exp~2Dvp,p8 /kBT!

2exp@2~Dvp1Dvp8!/kBT#%, ~2!

where the sums are over lattice sitesp andp8 (pÞp8) and
wherekB andT represent Boltzmann’s constant and the te
perature, respectively. In Eq.~2!, Dm is the chemical field,
defined in terms of the difference between the chemical
tentials for Al and Sc.V(Dm, T50) represents the zero
temperature grand potential, and the variablesDvp and
Dvp,p8 represent configurationalexcitation energies. Dvp
denotes the change in the zero-temperature grand pote
associated with switching the atom type at sitep. Similarly,
Dvp,p8 is the cost in the zero-temperature grand poten
associated with changing atom types at both sitesp andp8.

The LTE approach is appropriate when the excitation
ergies are large compared to the temperature and when a
the low lying excitations correspond to atomic rearran
ments involving a small number of atoms. In other wor
the LTE approach is appropriate when there are no lo
energy excitations involving cooperative changes of a nu
ber of atoms greater than the size of the largest cluster
sidered in the expansion, in this case two. As will
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discussed in detail below, the LTE approach was found
provide highly accurate configurational-thermodynam
properties in this study.

Formally, the finite-temperature interfacial free energy
an interface with orientation (hkl) can be written
as follows:16 ghkl(T)5@Vhkl(Dm0 ,T)2V0(Dm0 ,T)#/A,
whereVhkl is the value of the grand potential for an inh
mogeneous alloy system containing an (hkl)-oriented inter-
face, andV0 corresponds to theelastically distorted~due to
coherency strains! homogeneous bulk phases. The values
the grand potentials in this definition forghkl are evaluated a
Dm0 , the chemical field for which the elastically distorte
bulk phases are in chemical equilibrium. Using the LTE a
proach, the relevant grand-potential values required to ca
late ghkl(T) can be determined once the excitation energ
have been computed for all symmetry-inequivalent points
the bulk phases, and for all points inside a region near
interphase boundary whereDvp andDvp,p8 differ from the
corresponding values in the bulk phases.

In the present work we use the cluster expansion, Eq.~1!,
for the purpose of calculating the values of the excitat
energies. In calculating the strain-energy contributions
Dvp and Dvp,p8 we employed an approximation whereb
the isotropic form of the first term in Eq.~1! was used. This
approximation was found to be highly accurate for the A
rich alloys studied here. In order to compute the ‘‘chemica
and relaxation-energy contributions to the excitation en
gies, the changes in the values of the cluster functions@prod-
ucts of spin variables appearing in the bracketed term in
~1!# arising from atomic rearrangements were determined
evaluating the differences in the products of spin variab
associated with ordered and disordered supercells for eac
the L12 (Al3Sc), fcc ~Al !, and fcc/L12 ~interface! struc-
tures.

III. ZERO-TEMPERATURE ENERGETICS
AND STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

A. Energies of fcc superstructures

In order to determine the parameters in the cluster exp
sion, Eq. ~1!, the energies of a large number of fcc-bas
superstructures were computed. The results of these calc
tions are listed in Table I and descriptions of the structu
can be found in Refs. 15 and 18. Full structural relaxatio
were performed in the energy calculations for all structu
listed in Table I. This includes adjusting the volume per ato
as well as any distortions of the structure, such asc/a ratios,
and relaxation of any internal degrees of freedom. The f
mation energies (DE) reported in Table I are computed rela
tive to the fcc phases of both Al and Sc.

In the experimentally assessed Al-Sc phase diagra19

L12Al3Sc is the only fcc-based superstructure phase. Un
tunately, we are not aware of any experimental results for
heat of formation (DH) for this phase. However, in our ca
culations we find that the energies of theL10 andB2 struc-
tures for AlSc are essentially equal.B2 is the experimentally
observed structure for the stable AlSc phase19 and its heat of
formation has been measured to be20.43 eV/atom.20 This
number compares favorably with our calculated value
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DH520.46 eV/atom at zero temperature~unlike the values
of DE listed in Table I, this value ofDH is referenced to fcc
Al and hcp Sc!.

The values ofDE for fcc-based Al-Sc structures are plo
ted versus concentration in Fig. 1. The solid lines conn

FIG. 1. Calculated formation energies for the fcc-based su
structures listed in Table II versus Sc concentration. Ground-s
structures are indicated by filled symbols and formation energies
all other metastable structures are plotted by open circles. The
line connects ground-state structures and the dashed line c
sponds to the formation energies of random, disordered fcc al
as computed by the cluster expansion~see text!.

TABLE I. Calculated values of the formation energies (DE)
and atomic volumes (V) for fcc-based superstructures of Al-S
Formation energies are defined with respect to the energies o
Al and Sc. The values ofDE in the second column were obtaine
using fully relaxed energies for compounds. For a description
structuresa, b, X, andZ2 see Ref. 15, and references therein; ot
structures are shown in Ref. 18.

Compound; Structure DE ~eV/atom! V (Å 3/atom)

Al; fcc 0.000 15.5
Al8Sc; Pt8Ti prototype 20.113 16.2
Al4Sc; D1a 20.225 16.6
Al3Sc; L12 20.482 16.3
Al3Sc; DO22 20.382 16.8
Al3Sc; X 20.295 17.0
Al2Sc; b 20.265 17.4
Al2Sc; a 20.089 17.9
AlSc; L10 20.483 18.3
AlSc; L11 20.249 19.6
AlSc; A2B2 40 20.334 18.9
AlSc; A2B2 Z2 20.255 18.8
AlSc2; b 20.341 20.0
AlSc2; a 20.151 20.6
AlSc3; L12 20.300 20.3
AlSc3; DO22 20.255 20.4
AlSc3; X 20.173 20.8
AlSc4; D1a 20.183 20.9
AlSc8; Pt8Ti prototype 20.101 21.9
Sc; fcc 0.000 22.9
ct

those structures listed in Table I which are found to be
ground states~i.e., they are lower in energy than all othe
fcc-based structures considered at the same composition
they are stable with respect to phase separation to any pa
the other structures considered!. Of the structures listed in
Table I, onlyL10 AlSc andL12 Al3Sc and AlSc3 are pre-
dicted to be fcc ground states. Monte Carlo simulations w
performed at 600 K using a cluster expansion containing p
interactions out to eighth neighbor, triplet interactions out
fourth neighbor, and four-body interactions out to seco
neighbor~see below!. In these simulations, which were pe
formed in the grand-canonical ensemble as a function
chemical field~Dm!, only five fcc-based phases were o
served which included the two solid-solution phases, theL10
and the twoL12 ordered phases. This result is consiste
with the experimental phase diagram which shows only
Al and Al3Sc fcc-based phases to be stable between 0 an
at. % Sc ~for larger Sc concentrations there only non-fc
based phases observed experimentally!. Also consistent with
the experimental phase diagram, which features a hig
stableL12 Al3Sc phase, theL12 structure is shown to have
negative formation energy which is very large in magnitu
at the Al3Sc composition in Fig. 1. The dashed line in Fig.
corresponds to the formation energy for the random dis
dered fcc solid-solution phase which was computed from
same cluster expansion as was used in the Monte C
simulations. The ordering energy for theL12 Al3Sc phase
~defined as the difference between the energies for the
dom alloy and the ordered phase at the same compositio! is
calculated to be 0.29 eV/atom. This relatively large value
consistent with the experimental observation that the orde
Al3Sc phase remains highly ordered up to its melting poin21

B. Coherent Al/Al3Sc interfaces

The zero-temperature interfacial energies and rela
interphase-boundary atomic structures were computed

r-
te
or
lid
re-
ys

FIG. 2. Structures of the supercells used in the calculation of~a!
$100% and ~b! $111% interfacial energies. Black and white circle
denote Al and Sc atoms, respectively. The lines indicate the
placement from the original~unrelaxed! atomic positions magnified
by a factor of 10.
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rectly ~i.e., not from the cluster expansion! for two different
crystallographic orientations~100! and ~111!. Interfacial en-
ergies were computed using periodic cells with alternat
layers of Al and Al3Sc as shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. These
geometries thus contain arrays of interfaces. The lattice c
stant in the plane of the interface was chosen to corresp
to the value calculated for bulk fcc Al. Due to this choic
the Al3Sc phase is distorted in the direction perpendicula
the interface due to the Poisson effect. This distortion w
computed by minimizing the energy of an Al3Sc cell where
either a~100! or ~111! plane is constrained to have the A
lattice constant. The resulting out-of-plane strains were co
puted to be 2.0 and 2.6 % for the~100! and ~111! cells,
respectively. This distortion can also be computed in ter
of the experimental bulk elastic constants of Al3Sc. For both
orientations, the bulk Al3Sc elastic constants22,23 predict
strains of 2.1%.~The similarity of the elasticity prediction
for the two orientations results from the small anisotropy
the Al3Sc elastic constants.! This is a good level of agree
ment since the magnitudes of the strains are a few percen
that some deviation from the linear-elasticity prediction is
be expected. The close agreement lends credence to the
ability of the electronic-structure calculations in this case

The Al/Al3Sc interfacial energy is computed by subtra
ing, from the energy of the system with the array of inte
faces, the average of the energies of pure Al and Al3Sc ~with
the out-of-plane distortion due to the Poisson effect resul
from the in-plane coherency strain! computed in the same
size cell. This approach should optimize the convergenc
the boundary energy with the integration over the Brillou
zone. In all cases, the Brillouin-zone integration was p
formed with kz50 wherez is the direction normal to the
interface. Most of the calculations were performed using
symmetry-independentk points for the~100! interface and
11 independent points for the~111! interface. Test calcula
tions were performed with larger sampling sets and the
terface energies agreed to within 2%.

Unrelaxed interfacial energies were computed by plac
the atoms in each phase in their ideal lattice sites and ta
the interplanar spacingbetweenthe two phases to be th
average of the interplanar spacing in each of the pa
phases. The unrelaxed energies are 201 mJ/m2 for the ~100!
interface and 264 mJ/m2 for the ~111! interface. The larger
energy for the~111! interface is consistent with expectation
from a simple bond-counting approach~see, for example
Ref. 24!.

Technically, the in-plane lattice constant for a coher
interface between two semi-infinite phases should be cho
to minimize the total elastic strain energy. Therefore, so
calculations were performed to address the sensitivity of
results to the assumption that the lattice constant in the p
of the boundary is that for Al. The calculations for the~100!
interface were repeated for the case where the lattice
stant is chosen to be that of Al3Sc and the Al is distorted du
to the Poisson effect. In this case the unrelaxed~100! bound-
ary energy is 219 mJ/m2, i.e., the change in the~100! inter-
facial energy was less than 10%.

The interfacial energies were also minimized with resp
to the atomic degrees of freedom near the interphase bo
ary. The energy minimization was performed via a steep
descents method using forces computed from the electr
g
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structure calculations. The steepest descent minimiza
was continued until the forces were on the order
1 mRy/a0 ~0.026 eV/Å!. This is close to the numerical accu
racy of the computed forces. The minimized energies
192 mJ/m2 for the ~100! interface and 226 mJ/m2 for the
~111! interface. A comparison of the unrelaxed and relax
results shows that atomic relaxations reduce slightly
crystallographic anisotropy of the interfacial energy. The
laxed structures are illustrated in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. In these
figures, the lines indicate the displacement from the origi
positions magnified by a factor of 10. The largest displa
ment for the case of the~100! interface is 0.06 Å and for the
~111! interface is 0.07 Å. In both cases the largest displa
ment is by Sc atoms at the interface which move away fr
the interface, i.e., closer to the Al3Sc region.

C. Cluster expansion parameters and predictive capabilities

In order to assess the accuracy of the cluster expansion
the purposes of the present study we performed two t
comparing the predictions of Eq.~1! with the results of direct
pseudopotential calculations for the values of Al/Al3Sc zero-
temperature interfacial energies and the Sc heat of solu
@DE(Sc)#. The cluster expansion was viewed to be su
ciently accurate when the level of agreement was roug
within the accuracy of the pseudopotential calculations. T
requirement that the Sc heat of solution is well represente
important because this quantity plays an important role
determining the temperature scale for the solvus bound
as discussed below.

In Fig. 3 the predictions of the cluster expansion for t
interfacial energies and the Sc heat of solution are plotted
various sets of ECI’s. It should be emphasized that
cluster-expansion results shown in this figure arepredictions:
The parameters in each cluster expansion were obtaine
fitting to the energies of only the 20 small-unit-cell structur
listed in Table I; no information about the interfacial ene
gies or Sc heat of solution was directly included in the fitti
procedure. Results are shown in Fig. 3 for four differe
cluster expansions. In cluster expansion~1! ECI’s were con-
sidered for clusters spanning at most the distance of the
ond neighbor and containing at most four points. In~2! pair
interactions out to fourth neighbor were considered, wh
triplet and four-body interactions were again within th
range of the second neighbor. In~3! the same set of three an
four-body interactions was included, but pair ECI’s out
eighth neighbor were taken into account. Finally, cluster
pansion~4! featured the largest set of ECI’s including pai
out to eighth neighbor, triplets with a range out to four
neighbor, and four-body clusters within the range of the s
ond neighbor. The number of parameters in cluster exp
sions ~1!–~4! ~including the ‘‘empty’’ and point clusters!
was 9, 11, 15, and 17, respectively. The maximum er
made in the fit to the 20 values ofDE listed in Table I was
0.065 and 0.064 eV/atom for cluster expansions~1! and~2!,
respectively, and 0.024 eV/atom for both~3! and ~4!. The
root-mean-square errors in the fit were considerably sma
ranging from 0.034 eV/atom for cluster expansion~1! to only
0.009 eV/atom for~4!.

The directly calculated values ofg and DE(Sc) plotted
with horizontal lines in Fig. 3 were computed with the sam
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pseudopotential approach as was used to compute the
superstructure energies from which the ECI’s were deri
~Table I!. The directly calculated value of the Sc heat
solution was computed using 27, 64, and 125 atom super
where Sc atoms were separated by, respectively, 3, 4, a
times the fcc nearest-neighbor spacing. The internal coo
nates and volume were fully relaxed for each supercell
the 27 and 64 atom cells. For the 125 atom cell, the ene
associated with relaxation was assumed to be equal to
for the 64 atom cell. The calculated values of the Sc hea
solution are estimated to be converged with respect tk
points to within 0.01 eV/atom at each size. This required
independentk points for the 27 atom cell, 28 independe
points for the 64 atom cell, and 10 independent points for
125 atom cell. The results are also well converged with
spect to system size. The value ofDE(Sc) changed by 0.19
eV upon going from the 27 atom to the 64 atom cell b
changed by only 0.03 eV going from the 64 to the 125 at
cell. The significant difference between the relaxed impu
energies calculated with 27 and 64 atom cells was also fo
for unrelaxed values ofDE(Sc); this result indicates that th
chemical interactions are relatively long ranged. In parti
lar, our results indicate that Sc impurities still interact app
ciably when separated by three nearest-neighbor spac
~2.12 lattice spacings in the 27-atom supercell!. As was done

FIG. 3. Comparison of cluster-expansion predictions to direc
calculated values of the interfacial energies~a! and Sc heat of so-
lution ~b!. In ~a! directly calculated results for$100% and $111%
interfaces are indicated by the horizontal dashed and dotted l
respectively. The directly calculated value of the Sc heat of solu
is indicated in ~b! by the horizontal dash-dotted line. Cluste
expansion predictions are denoted by open squares in~a! for $100%
and $111% interfacial energies, respectively, and by filled circles
~b! for the Sc heat of solution. The sets of cluster interaction
rameters included in each cluster expansion,~1!–~4!, are discussed
in the text.
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for the energies listed in Tables I and II,DE(Sc) was refer-
enced to the fcc phases of both Al and Sc in our calculatio

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show that eighth-neighbor pai
ECI’s are required to reproduce accurately the directly c
culated values ofg for both $100% and$111% orientations, as
well as DE(Sc). The first two cluster expansions not on
fail to reproduce well the magnitudes of the heat of solut
and interfacial energies, they also fail to capture the deg
of anisotropy displayed by the directly calculated values
g100 andg111. A satisfactory level of agreement between t
predictions based upon Eq.~1! and the direct calculations i
obtained with cluster expansion~4!, which is the one that
was used to obtain the results presented below.

D. Accuracy of the pseudopotential calculations

In the calculations which produced the results presen
in this section, use was made of two standard approxim
tions. First, all calculations were performed within th
framework of density-functional theory using the loca
density approximation~LDA !. Second, a pseudopotenti
~PP! electronic-structure method was employed as descri
above. For completeness, the accuracy of the pseudopote
approach for Sc should be investigated due to the presenc
relatively shallow 3p core states. We therefore performe
several tests comparing results for structural energy dif
ences obtained with the PP and FLAPW methods. T
FLAPW method represents a state-of-the-art electron
structure approach which can be used to obtain the pre
LDA result. Therefore, differences between PP and FLAP
calculations should be viewed as being manifestations of
accuracies introduced by the pseudopotentials.

In Table II we list FLAPW and PP calculated values
the structural energy differences and atomic volumes for
hcp, and bcc phases of elemental Al and Sc. The energy
each structure was optimized with respect to all crysta
graphic degrees of freedom~volume for fcc and bcc, volume
and thec/a ratio for hcp!. The energies are relative to the fc
phase as for the results presented in Table I. For Al
structural energy differences calculated by the PP
FLAPW methods are in very good agreement~within 0.010
eV/atom!. For Sc the level of agreement between PP a
FLAPW calculated structural energy differences is not qu
as good. In particular, the fcc-bcc energy difference is und
estimated by 0.030 eV/atom in the PP calculations. T
atomic volumes calculated with the PP method are roug

y

s,
n

-

TABLE II. Comparison of pseudopotential~PP! and full-
potential-linear-augmented-plane-wave ~FLAPW! calculated
atomic volumes (V) and structural energy differences (DE) for
elemental Al and Sc. Energies are listed in eV/atom and volume
Å 3/atom.

DE ~PP! DE ~FLAPW! V ~PP! V ~FLAPW!

Al fcc 0.0 0.0 15.5 15.9
Al bcc 0.11 0.10 15.9 16.5
Al hcp 0.03 0.04 15.6 16.1
Sc fcc 0.0 0.0 22.8 22.4
Sc bcc 0.05 0.08 23.1 22.8
Sc hcp 20.05 20.04 22.9 22.5
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3% smaller compared to the FLAPW results; this is due
the neglect of the so-called ‘‘core corrections’’25 in the PP
calculations.

In Table III we list values of the excess energies (Exs)
calculated for three fcc-based superstructures which will
referred to as IPB-8, IMP-8, andL12 Al3Sc. The IPB-8
structure mimics the type of supercells used in the calc
tion of the~100! Al/Al 3Sc interfacial energy; this eight-atom
cell is comprised of an fcc Al cube stacked on top of
L12 Al3Sc unit cell. The excess energy for the IPB-8 cell
defined asExs58E(IPB-8)24E(Al3Sc)24E(Al), where
E(IPB-8) is the energy per atom of the IPB-8 structure c
culated with all atoms residing on an ideal fcc lattice with
lattice parameter corresponding to bulk Al;E(Al3Sc) and
E(Al) are the energies per atom ofL12 Al3Sc and fcc Al,
respectively, both calculated at the equilibrium Al latti
constant. The IMP-8 structure mimics the type of superc
used in the calculation of the Sc-impurity heat of solutio
The lattice vectors for this fcc superstructure are defined
twice those of a primitive fcc unit cell; a Sc atom is placed
the origin of the cell giving an overall composition of Al7Sc.
For the IMP-8 structure the excess energy is defined asExs

58E(IMP-8)27E(Al) 2E(Sc), whereE(IMP-8) is the
energy per atom of the IMP-8 (Al7Sc) structure with all
atoms residing on the sites on an undistorted fcc lattice h
ing a lattice parameter corresponding to bulk Al;E(Al) and
E(Sc) are the energies per atom of fcc Al and fcc Sc at th
own equilibrium lattice parameters. For theL12 Al3Sc com-
poundExs is simply equal to the formation energy per ato
(DE) as listed in the second column of Table I.

For the IPB-8 structure we find very reasonable agr
ment between the PP and FLAPW results, suggesting
errors introduced by the use of the PP method in our ca
lations of the Al/Al3Sc interfacial energies are likely to b
relatively small. For the IMP-8 andL12 Al3Sc structures the
level of agreement between FLAPW and PP results is no
good, with the FLAPW values being more negative. For
IMP-8 structure the FLAPW-calculatedExs is 0.23 eV more
negative than the PP value. This suggests that the true L
value for the Sc heat of solution@DE(Sc)# may be more
negative than that calculated by the PP method by roug
15%. For theL12 Al3Sc structure we find a 0.05 eV/atom
discrepancy between FLAPW and PP values ofExs5DE. In
the next section the effect which the discrepancies betw
FLAPW and PP calculations have upon the calculated b
and thermodynamic properties will be assessed and it wil
argued that they are not significantly important.

TABLE III. Excess energies (Exs), in eV/atom, for some fcc
superstructures containing four-atom and eight-atom unit cells
culated by pseudopotential~PP! and full-potential-linear-
augmented-plane-wave~FLAPW! methods. The definition ofExs

for each structure is described in the text.

Structure Exs ~PP! Exs ~FLAPW!

IPB-8 0.48 0.45
IMP-8 21.49 21.72
Al3Sc; L12 20.48 20.53
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IV. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

A. Solid solubility limits

In order to calculate finite-temperature values of the int
facial energy it is required that the termsDm0 andV0 ~see
Sec. II above! be computed corresponding to the bulk Al an
Al3Sc phases in chemical equilibrium. In the process of p
forming the calculations of these quantities, the equilibriu
phase boundaries for the Al and Al3Sc phases are derived
The cluster-expansion-LTE-calculated Al solvus is plotted
Fig. 4 where experimentally measured solubility limits a
also shown.26–29The temperature scales corresponding to
calculated and experimentally measured solubility limits
in rather poor agreement, with the former being roughly 50
too large.

It is important to understand the origin of this discrepan
between the calculated results and experiment. If the Al3Sc
phase is treated as a line compound and the solid solu
phase is treated as dilute, then the phase boundary betw
the bulk Al and Al3Sc phases is given by the expression

cs~T!5expF4DG~Al3Sc!2DG~Sc!

kBT G
5expFDS~Sc!24DS~Al3Sc!

kB
G

3expF4DH~Al3Sc!2DH~Sc!

kBT G , ~3!

where cs(T) is the solid-solubility limit for Sc in fcc Al,
DG(Al3Sc) is the temperature-dependent formation free
ergy of the Al3Sc phase, andDG(Sc) is the free energy
associated with the formation of an isolated Sc impuri
excluding the configurational entropy term. TheDH andDS
terms in Eq.~3! correspond to the enthalpy and entropy co
tributions to Gibbs free energiesDG(Al3Sc) andDG(Sc).
The accuracy of the above equation for the Al/Al3Sc phase
boundary was assessed by comparing theab initio values of
cs(T) calculated from Eq.~3! with those computed using th
more accurate LTE technique; an excellent level of agr
ment was found fromT50 K to T51500 K, indicating that
the dilute-solution and line-compound approximations
highly accurate in this temperature range. From Eq.~3! it is
easy to show that the variation of the solubility limit wit
temperature is given by

] ln cs~T!

]~1/T!
54DH~Al3Sc!2DH~Sc!. ~4!

The quantity $4DH(Al3Sc)2DH(Sc)% has been obtained
from experimental measurements at temperatures near
melting point. The values of20.61 and20.72 eV were re-
ported by Fujikawaet al.28 and Hatch,29 respectively. The PP
excess energies calculated in the current work yield a va
of $4DH(Al3Sc)2DH(Sc)%520.75 eV at zero tempera
ture, in excellent agreement with the value of Hatch and
very reasonable agreement with the measurements
Fujikawaet al. A value for theentropydifference$DS(Sc)
24DS(Al3Sc)%51.4kB was also obtained by Fujikawaet al.
from a fit to Eq.~3! of their measured solubility limits versu
1/T.

l-
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The discrepancy between the computed solubility lim
and the experimentally measured values shown in Fig. 4
be largely attributed to errors associated with the approxi
tions used in our calculations of thermodynamic propert
In our calculations, the only entropy contribution consider
is that associated with configurational disorder. All oth
sources of entropy, such as atomic vibrations or electro
excitations, are ignored. These ‘‘nonconfigurational’’ e
tropic contributions toDG(Al3Sc) andDG(Sc) add a pre-
factor in the relationship betweencs and T @see Eq.~3!#
which is neglected in our calculations@i.e., we assume tha
$DS(Sc)24DS(Al3Sc)% in Eq. ~3! is zero#. The calculated
solubility at 950 K is roughly a factor of 10 too small com
pared with experimental measurements. According to the
sults of Fujikawaet al., roughly half of this factor can be
attributed to the entropy term in Eq.~3! which is neglected in
our work; the other half is then due to the difference betwe
the calculated and measured values for the enthalpy di
ence$4DH(Al3Sc)2DH(Sc)%. The value of$4DH(Al3Sc)
2DH(Sc)% assessed by Hatch is larger in magnitude an
agrees very well with our calculations. The assessmen
Hatch therefore suggests that the magnitude of$DS(Sc)
24DS(Al3Sc)% is even larger than the estimate of Fujikaw
et al., and that the entropy prefactor is almost entirely
sponsible for resolving the discrepancy between the ca
lated and measured solubility limits.

In light of the discrepancies between FLAPW and PP c
culations discussed in Sec. III D, it is important to consid
further the agreement between experiment and theory for
enthalpy difference$4DH(Al3Sc)2DH(Sc)% which is im-
portant for determining the bulk solid-solubility limits. Th
errors associated with the use of pseudopotentials in the
culation of this enthalpy difference can be estimated by co
paring the PP and FLAPW results for the following quanti
4Exs(Al3Sc;L12)2Exs(IMP-8) ~see Sec. III D!. The value
from the FLAPW method is roughly 8% less negative th
that from the PP calculations. If the magnitude
$4DH(Al3Sc)2DH(Sc)% obtained with pseudopotentials
reduced by 8%, the value of this enthalpy difference wo
lie between the experimental estimates due to Fujikawaet al.
and Hatch. Therefore, it appears that even if the errors a
ciated with the PP approach are taken into account in

FIG. 4. Calculated and experimentally measured solubility li
its for Sc in the Al solid-solution phase. The calculated values
denoted by filled circles, while the open circles and squares de
measured solubility limits taken from Refs. 26–29.
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energetics, the discrepancy between the calculated and
sured solubility limits must be largely due to the effect
nonconfigurational contributions to the entropy. The me
surements and assessments of Hatch and Fujikawaet al.
clearly indicate that in order to obtain a quantitative descr
tion of the solubility limits in this system, it is necessary
consider nonconfigurational contributions to the entro
such as those associated with atomic vibrations.

B. Coherent Al/Al3Sc interfaces

In order to assess the effect upon interfacial thermo
namic properties resulting from configurational disorderi
near coherent Al/Al3Sc interphase boundaries at finite tem
perature, use was made of the cluster expansion@Eq. ~3!# and
the LTE approach as outlined in Sec. II. The thermodynam
calculations for fcc-Al/L12-Al3Sc interfaces were extende
to temperatures beyond the experimentally measured me
point of Al(Tm) in order to estimate the degree of config
rational disorder near~100! and ~111! interfaces when the
calculated bulk solid-solubility limits are roughly equal
those measured experimentally atTm . Specifically, interfa-
cial free energy calculations were performed for tempe
tures between 0 and 1500 K.

In Fig. 5 we plot the cluster-expansion-LTE calculat
interfacial free energies for~100! and~111! orientations as a
function of temperature. As explained above, results are p
ted from zero temperature toT51500 K, which is the tem-
perature interval over which the calculated values ofcs(T)
span the range of solubilities measured experimentally up
melting point of Al. It can be seen that the effect of tempe
ture is largest for the~111! interfacial free energy. For the
~100! orientation the interphase energy is nearly independ
of temperature until the bulk solubilities are on the order
0.1% Sc. By contrast, the~111! interphase energy decreas
nearly linearly withT over a wide range of temperature
The main effect of finite-temperature configurational dis
dering is seen to be a reduction in the degree of crysta
graphic anisotropy displayed by the calculated interphase
ergies.

It is interesting to note that in previous first-principles30

and semiempirical calculations31 for coherent Al/Al3Li inter-

-
e
te

FIG. 5. Calculated interfacial free energies for Al/Al3Sc inter-
phase boundaries with$111% and$100% orientations are plotted as
function of temperature with open square and circle symbols,
spectively.
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phase boundaries~as is the case for Al/Al3Sc, the Al/Al3Li
interface is between fcc andL12 structures!, the ~111! inter-
phase energy approachedT50 K with a finite slope. This is
in contrast to what is found in the current calculations
Al/Al 3Sc ~111! interphase boundaries~see Fig. 5! where the
dg/dT50 atT50 K. The finite slope found in the Al/Al3Li
calculations originates from the use of a cluster expans
containing only ECI’s within the range of the secon
neighbor pair on the fcc lattice. With such a short-rang
cluster expansion it is found that some of the excitation
ergies for the~111! interfaces vanish, and a residual exce
interfacial entropy results which leads to a finite slo
dg/dT at T50 K. This artifact of a short-ranged cluster e
pansion is removed through the consideration of relativ
long-ranged ECI’s in the present work.

In Fig. 6 are plotted the results of LTE calculations for t
order-parameter profile across~100! and ~111! interfaces at
T51400 K ~where the calculated bulk solubility iscs
50.23% Sc, which is roughly the experimentally measu
solubility at the melting point of Al!. The horizontal axis
represents the distance, in lattice parameters, away from
Al/Al 3Sc interface. The order parameter, plotted on the v
tical axis, is defined to have values of zero and unity in
solid-solution and perfectly ordered Al3Sc phases, respec
tively. It can be seen that the interfaces are predicted to
quite sharp compositionally with the value of the order p
rameter varying between 0 and 1 within roughly two latti
parameters. Notice that the~111! interphase boundary dis
plays a slightly larger degree of compositional diffusene
illustrating that for this orientation the interface is slight
more disordered. The larger degree of configurational dis
der for the~111! interphase boundary is consistent with t
finding that the calculated temperature dependence of
excess free energy is larger for this orientation.

Before concluding this section it is worthwhile to com
ment about the accuracy of the second-order LTE appro

FIG. 6. Calculated order parameters as a function of dista
across$111% ~open squares! and $100% ~open circles! Al/Al 3Sc in-
terfaces atT51400 K. The right-hand~left-hand! side of the figure
corresponds to theL12 Al3Sc ~Al solid-solution! phase. Distances
are plotted in units of the average lattice parameter. For$111% ori-
entations the order parameter was defined as the difference bet
the ~Sc! concentration on the Sc and Al sublattice sites on e
consecutive plane. For the$100% interface the order parameter wa
obtained by averaging concentrations over two consecutive pla
r
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used in the present study. To test the convergence of
LTE, calculations were performed both including and e
cluding the second-order terms in Eq.~2!. For the bulk solu-
bility results plotted in Fig. 4, the difference between t
first-order and second-order LTE results was at most 2%
the second-order result. For interphase energies the m
mum differences between first and second-order results
1% for ~100! and 9% for~111! at T51500 K. The conver-
gence of the LTE is found to be somewhat poorer for
~111! boundaries which display more configurational diso
der. For the LTE-calculated order parameters, the seco
order terms gave rise to at most a 2% correction to val
calculated in the vicinity of the interphase boundaries. Ov
all, the contributions of the second-order terms in the L
were at least an order of magnitude smaller than the fi
order contributions, indicating that the expansion was r
sonably well converged over the temperature range of in
est in this study.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The structural, energetic, and configurational thermo
namic properties of bulk fcc Al-Sc alloys and Al/Al3Sc in-
terfaces have been calculated from first principles. For~100!
and ~111! orientations we compute zero-temperatu
Al/Al 3Sc interfacial energies of 192 and 226 mJ/m2, respec-
tively. For the range of temperatures considered in this stu
chosen in order that the calculated solid-solubilities of Sc
fcc Al span the values measured experimentally up to
melting point of Al, we find that the interfacial free energ
decreases much more rapidly with increasingT for the ~111!
crystallographic orientation. Therefore, an important eff
of configurational disordering near the Al/Al3Sc interphase
boundaries is to reduce the degree of anisotropy in the va
of the interfacial energy.

The present calculated results for the properties
Al/Al 3Sc interphase boundaries can be compared with th
obtained in a prior EAM study by Hylandet al.5 These au-
thors computed zero-temperature values for interfacial e
gies which were 33, 51, and 78 mJ/m2, respectively, for
$100%, $110%, and$111% orientations. These values are signi
cantly smaller than the presently calculated interfacial en
gies. Due to the limited amount of experimental data wh
was available for Al-Sc alloys and which was used in t
fitting of the EAM potentials, this result is not surprisin
The formation energy of the Al3Sc phase is computed to b
20.26 eV/atom with the EAM potentials.5 This value is sig-
nificantly smaller in magnitude than the LDA results
20.53 eV/atom obtained here~see Table III!. In addition, the
ordering energy of the Al3Sc phase is calculated to be on
0.16 eV/atom using the EAM potentials;5 this value is again
smaller than the current result of 0.29 eV/atom shown
Fig. 1. These comparisons establish the fact that binding
Al and Sc atoms is predicted to be weaker by the EA
potentials in comparison with the LDA results; this finding
consistent with the result that the EAM potentials pred
smaller interface energies and more compositional diffu
ness near the interphase boundaries at lower temperatur
should be noted that the relative energies for the differ
interfacial orientations computed with the EAM suggest th
both $110% and $111% interfaces would be unstable with re
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spect to$100% faceting up to temperatures where the prec
tates are experimentally observed to be spherical.1 The cur-
rent results for the relative interfacial energies of$100% and
$111% interphase boundaries suggests substantially less
tallographic anisotropy, and no faceting instability for t
$111% orientations. Despite the discrepancies between
previous EAM and present first-principles results, both s
of calculations suggest that configurational disordering g
rise to a weak temperature dependence for the interfacial
energy of the ~minimum-free-energy! ~100! interphase
boundary.

It is interesting to consider a comparison between
calculated values for interfacial energies and the estimat
94623 mJ/m2 obtained by Hyland1 who used classica
nucleation theory to interpret the results of his measured
for precipitation kinetics. Hyland’s estimated value
smaller than the numbers obtained in the present study.
unclear whether this discrepancy is due primarily to inac
racies introduced by our computational methods, for
ample due to possible overbinding by the LDA or the neg
of vibrational contributions to the interfacial free energies,
whether it is to some extent attributable to limitations as
ciated with the application of classical nucleation theory
the interpretation of the experimental data. Specifically,
the range of temperatures over which the experimental m
surements were performed the critical radius of Al3Sc pre-
cipitates is estimated to be only a few lattice spacings.5 As
discussed by Hylandet al.,5 the critical radius is likely to be
comparable to the width of the compositionally diffu
Al/Al 3Sc interface5 in the range of temperatures consider
experimentally and the classical description of the precipi
free energy is therefore of questionable validity.32 In light of
the possible sources or error associated with both the pre
calculations and Hyland’s interpretation of experimental
netic data, it is important to consider the independent m
surement of the interfacial free energy due to Jo
Fujikawa.33 The values of 40–60 mJ/m2 obtained by these
authors are based upon an analysis of coarsening kin
using LSW theory.34–37In this analysis, a value of the solu
diffusivity is required. This value was obtained from an e
trapolation from high temperature in the analysis of Jo
Fujikawa. It is possible that such an extrapolation could g
i-
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rise to significant errors in the estimated interfacial free e
ergies. Given these uncertainties, further experimental w
would be desirable.

The current work for Al/Al3Sc interfaces can be compare
to recent semiempirical31 and first-principles30 computational
studies of the configurational thermodynamic properties
Al/Al 3Li interphase boundaries~as is the case for Al/Al3Sc,
the Al/Al3Li interphase boundary is also an interface b
tween disordered-fcc and ordered-L12 structures!. In the
studies of Asta31 and Sluiteret al.30 it was found that, com-
pared with Al/Al3Sc, Al/Al3Li interfaces were considerably
more disordered at temperatures below the melting poin
Al. In particular, the width of compositionally diffuse
Al/Al 3Li interfaces was estimated to extend between 4 an
lattice parameters between 400 and 472 K, compared w
less than 2 lattice parameters calculated in the present w
at the highest temperatures for Al/Al3Sc. Furthermore, the
finite-temperature corrections to the interfacial energies
Al/Al 3Li interphase boundaries was found to be a mu
larger fraction of the zero-temperature values ofg. The dif-
ference between the interfacial thermodynamic properties
Al/Al 3Sc and Al/Al3Li can be associated with the muc
higher degree of long-range order associated with theL12
phase and the much lower solid-solubility present in the
solid-solution phase for the Al-Sc system. The comparis
between Al/Al3Li and Al/Al3Sc illustrates that, in general
the extent to which compositional disorder modifies inter
cial thermodynamic properties in substitutional alloys is sy
tem dependent; such effects are expected to be most im
tant for interphase boundaries between phases which fea
relatively high degrees of compositional disorder.
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